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 FULL SURFACE BAMBOO LAYER 

 TOP SHEET 

 RAIL REINFORCEMENTS 

 90° BI-AXIAL GLASS LAYER 

 CORK SHOCK ABSORBER 

 45° DIAGONAL GLASS LAYER 

 90° BI-AXIAL GLASS LAYER 

 EPS CORE 

2014 
DIRECTIONAL
TECHNOLOGY

X-SURF CONCEPT
All boards marked with the "X-Surf" stamp are 
ideal shapes for both kitesurfing AND surfing. We 
originally introduced the X-Surf concept last year 
with the Whip and got great feedback from riders 
who loved being able to travel with a single board 
to cover their kiting and surfing needs. 
In 2014, through ongoing development and feed-
back, we have expanded the X-Surf family. Boards 
marked with the "X-Surf" stamp have more volume 
than the kitesurf-specific boards (better paddling 
ability) and also operate well when relying purely 
on wave energy to generate speed. The Nugget 
doubles as a light wind kitesurf board and a small-
wave-slaying surfboard. The two biggest Whips are 
performance hybrids perfectly suited to bridging 
the gap between kiting and paddling in small to 
medium surf. The Pro Series is the go-to board 
for team riders and advanced surfers in nearly all 
conditions.

In 2014 all Directional Boards are delivered without 
Surfstraps and Front Footpads.
In order to sell the Directional Boards with the 
complete kit (as in 2013), please order the fol-
lowing two articles separately:

SURFSTRAPS SURF WITH WASHERS 
AND SCREWS
(pair)

 Art. No. 44400-8026 

FRONT SURFPADS STANDARD 
WITH MINI PADS

 Art. No. 44400-8033 

SURFBOARD ACCESSORIES
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 Art. No. 44400-3402  Art. No. 44400-3403 — BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

— BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

 SIZE   VOLUME   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

5'8" x 17 7/8" x 2 1/16" 21.3L 55-75 TS-S
5'11" x 18 3/16" x 2 3/16" 24.2L 70-90 TS-M
6'2" x 18 1/2" x 2 5/16" 27.2L >85 TS-M

 SIZE   VOLUME   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

5'9" x 17" x 1 7/8" 19.3L 55-75 TS-S
5'11" x 17 1/4" x 2" 21.1L 70-90 TS-S
6'1" x 17 1/2" x 2 1/8" 23.2L >85 TS-M

The Pro Series is the ultimate board in the range, 
designed by the pro riders for the pro riders. The 
board offers state-of-the-art performance with 
its dedicated thruster set up, huge rocker line 
and thumb tail shape. It can handle a variety of 
conditions, from small to medium sized waves and 
is great for reverse tricks with the generous tail 
rocker. If you are the kind of rider who demands 
the best, then look no further than the Pro Series, 
it is the most dynamic and advanced board in the 
line up.

Sky Solbach:

“Patri, Airton and I collaborated a lot on the Pro 
Series design. General feedback from the team was 
that they wanted something a bit more control-
oriented that would handle different types of con-
ditions when competing. Our efforts resulted in a 
thumb-tail design with a slightly fuller nose, which 
effectively straightens up the outline and allows for 
smoother, less ‘flicky’ turns. The Pro Series can be 
pushed hard and really drives and carries speed off 
the bottom turn, but is still easy to find the release 
point to snap tight and blow the tail out.

If you ride in big, fast powerful waves you need a 
board that won’t let you down. The Kontact has 
been designed to offer maximum grip in the turns, 
ride exceedingly fast down the line and handle the 
biggest swells the planet has to offer. The thruster 
set-up and rounded pin tail give it the best carving 
ability at high speeds, so you know that bottom 
turn is going to stick when the wave gets critical. If 
you want to ride big waves with the big guns you 
need the Kontact under your feet to back you up. 

Sky Solbach:

“The Kontact is the go-to board for big waves and 
really windy and choppy conditions. I think of it 
as the Cadillac of the range because it’s such an 
easy ride and really irons out the bumps. Its got 
low volume, thinned out rails and a rocker that can 
handle lots of speed. The full nose and rounded 
pin-tail create a long rail line you can rely on when 
pushing hard through high-speed carves. If you’re 
into going fast and carving hard, get a Kontact.”

— High performance competition board

— Tri fin

— Thumb tail

— Innegra carbon

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber

— Big wave slayer

— Tri fin

— Rounded pin tail

— Maximum control in all conditions

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber
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 Art. No. 44400-3407  Art. No. 44400-3405 — BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

— BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

The Wam has been our most popular surfboard 
for some time now, the most versatile board in the 
range it is ready to handle whatever you can throw 
at it. Supplied with both Quad and Tri fin options 
you can set the board up to be loose and slashy or 
for more drive through the turns. The board offers 
plenty of grip in the water and is really easy to 
ride, making it an excellent choice for newcomers 
to the surf and experts alike. Whatever the con-
ditions, you can decide how to ride them and the 
Wam can handle it!

Sky Solbach: 
“The Wam got a major overhaul this year. I wanted 
to add more snap and liveliness to improve perfor-
mance in small waves without sacrificing too much 
control and drive in bigger surf. In order to achieve 
this, I pushed more width into the tail and increa-
sed the overall rocker to loosen it up and tighten 
the turning radius. Then, to compensate and keep 
it all under control, I flattened out the curve in the 
rocker between the zero point and the tail. The 
result is a board that is fast and loose, yet very 
positive and predictable.”

Whilst there is no doubt that the girls can rip just 
as hard as the guys, they do need a board that is 
designed for them. Smaller stances, lighter weight 
and better looking were just some of the aspects 
that were considered when the Woohoo was desi-
gned! The board is based around the exceedingly 
popular Wam, but has been scaled down to make 
it easier for smaller riders to control in a variety 
of conditions. The Woohoo is a fantastic all round 
wave machine, with a feminine touch of class.

Sky Solbach: 

“So many girls have trouble finding a board that 
really suits them. They often end up riding guys 
boards that are too big for them, have a wide 
stance and simply don’t fit them. I developed the 
Woohoo especially for female riders. The Woohoo 
is essentially a scaled down version of the Wam, 
but with slightly more curve in the tail to loosen it 
up for lighter riders.”

— Performance all rounder

— Tri/quad fin 

— Squash tail

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber

— Performance all-rounder  

for women

— Tri / quad fin option

— Squash tail

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber
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 SIZE   VOLUME   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

5'8" x 17 3/4" x 2 1/8" 21.8L 55-75 TS-S+QUAD SET
5'10" x 18" x 2 3/16" 23.6L 70-90 TS-M+QUAD SET
6'0" x 18 1/4" x 2 1/4" 25.4L >85 TS-M+QUAD SET

 SIZE  5'6" x 17 1/2" x 1 15/16"
 VOLUME  19.4L
 RIDER WEIGHT  40-65
 FIN SET  TS-S+QUAD SET



 Art. No. 44400-3400 — BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

— BAMBOO TECH
— RESPONSIVE FLEX

WAVE

 SIZE   VOLUME   RIDER WEIGHT   FIN SET 

5'5" x 18 3/4" x 2 1/8" 22.4L 50-70 TS-S
5'7" x 19" x 2 1/4" 24.5L 60-80 TS-M
5'9" x 19 1/4" x 2 3/8" 27.4L 70-90 TS-M
5'11" x 19 1/2" x 2 1/2" 30.1L >85 TS-M

 SIZE   VOLUME   RIDER WEIGHT 

5'2" x 21" x 2 3/8" 28.9L 60-85
5'5" x 21" x 2 7/16" 32L >80

 FIN SET 

TS-M+NQ SET

The Whip is our high volume euro wave shredder, 
designed for those days when the waves aren’t 
packing much punch and you still want to have 
a good session. It is also the new school wave 
freestyle board of choice among the NKB pro team 
too. A thruster set up with a wider double winger 
diamond tail combine with more volume to get this 
board up and going really early. The Whip is fast, 
lively and a whole heap of fun to ride no matter 
what the waves are doing… 

Sky Solbach:

“The 2014 model is actually based on a 5’8” I made 
for NKB legend Jaime Herraiz last winter. He was 
looking for a short, wide board he could use to kite 
and surf at home in small waves in Tarifa, Spain. 
Using the 2013 Whip as a base model, I bumped 
up the overall width by 1/4'' and added a big single 
winger to pull in the tail for added maneuverability. 
Jaime was really pumped on the board and ended 
up liking it a lot as a thruster. It’s much looser and 
livelier than the 2013 Whip and is aimed at gene-
rating speed and performing well in small, gutless 
waves. This thing absolutely flies and is great for 
doing strapless airs.”

— High performance small 

 wave ripper

— Tri fin

— Double winger diamond tail

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber
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 Art. No. 44400-3404 

Sometimes you just want to go out and have fun, 
even when the wind doesn’t quite deliver, or the 
waves aren’t as big as predicted the Nugget is the 
answer! It’s a playful board with a wide outline and 
plenty of volume to get you going early. A quad fin 
set up helps to keep the board loose and allow you 
to really throw it about in small waves. Great for 
strapless freestyle the short length makes rotations 
and spins really easy. Don’t get bummed by the 
conditions, get a Nugget and have fun all the time!

Sky Solbach:

“I ride the Nugget more than any other board in my 
quiver because it just makes crappy conditions so 
much fun. It not only gets you up and going when 
other boards won’t, it also rips in small waves. It’s a 
stoke machine! The obvious step for myself was to 
improve the overall surfing ability of the 2013 model 
without losing the light wind ability. I added 2” of 
length, pulled in the tail and integrated rail shape si-
milar to other high performance models in the range. 
It retains the light wind ability of the previous Nugget, 
but puts an entirely new spin on its surfing ability. We 
even added a 5’5” XL model for heavy riders.” 

— Light wind and small wave 

 stoke machine

— Quad fin

— Diamond tail

— Bamboo tech

— Cork shock absorber



 Art. No. 44130-3420 

 SIZE   VOLUME 

190 cm x 69.9 cm x 9.6 cm 89.7L 

 FIN SETS 

 Art. No. 44130-8007  Racefin Tuttle Box green (one piece) 40
 Art. No. 44130-8007  Racefin Tuttle green – 3 degrees left side (one piece) 42
 Art. No. 44130-8007  Racefin Tuttle green – 3 degrees right side (one piece) 42
 

The 2013 Race Limited 69 is made utilising a full 
carbon sandwich construction with an automatic 
pressure release valve. This means you can spend 
more time riding and less time worrying about 
your board, no matter where you take it! We have 
also changed the dimensions of the board slightly 
compared to the 2012 model; it is now 190 cm long 
and 69.9 cm wide, pushing the IKA box rule to the 
absolute limit. We also increased the volume to 90 
litres; this makes the board perform even better in 
light winds.
We didn’t just make these changes for the sake of 
it though; we have redesigned the shape for 2013 
to create a more competitive board in every as-
pect. One of the first things we wanted to do was 
improve the quality of the ride, making the board 
handling superior in rough and choppy conditions. 
By changing the shape of the tail and the hull we 
have made it easier to ride and more comfortable 
at high speeds. In addition to this we have also 
improved its performance upwind with tweaks to 
the rail shape and rocker line. 
The Race LTD 69 is built and registered to the IKA 
Box Rule and legal to race March 23, 2013. The 
board is delivered without fins.

FIN RECOMMENDATION:

— Two 3 degree canted 42cm Racefins (front)

— One straight 40cm Racefin (back)

If you want to win races, medals and glory, the 
Race LTD 69 is the board you need under your 
feet, accept no substitutes.

— Super fast

— Amazing upwind abilities

— Easy to control

— Comfortable

— Super early planing
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